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He dealt with the researches by Prof. Chapman on 
magnetic storms, discussing especially the conclusions 
regarding the daily variations of forty magnetic 
storms-that the daily variations were additive to 
the normal daily variations-and to the deductions 
from these and certain other facts. Mention was also 
made of the theory of magnetic storms, formulated 
in 1931-32 by Chapman and Ferraro, which postu
lated a corpuscular stream emitted for a considerable 
time from a limited region of the solar surface. In 
this connexion, reference was made to Newton's work 
on solar flares, which does not support the view of 
Chapman and Ferraro on the comparatively long
lived streams. A note indicating the main lines of 
Prof. Chapman's work appeared in Nature of February 
9, 1946, p. 155, when he was appointed Sedleian pro

natural philosophy at Oxford. 

Clift, F.R.S. (lnS-1849) 
ONE ago, on June 20, 1849, William 

Clift, one oft t lovable figures in John Hunter's 
world, died a t r more than half a century devoted 
to his cause. Clift was born in his father's 
flour Burcome, near Bodmin, on February 14 
(Huxhlr's birthday), 1775, and\it was on his hero's 

that, at the age of he became 
Hunter's prosector and amanuensis. When a year 
later Hunter died, his executors, Matthew Baillie and 
Everard Home, retained Clift's services in the museum 
in Castle Street for seven years at a weekly wage 
of seven shillings. In 1800 the Government purchased 
Hunter's collections, entrusted them to the Royal 
College of Surgeons, and appointed Clift conservator. 
He was succeeded in 1842 by Richard Owen, who 
had married his daughter Caroline. Perhaps the most 
dramatic event in Clift's uneventful life was the evi
dence which he gave before the Parliamentary Com
mittee on Medical Education in 1834 concerning the 
destruction of Hunter's manuscripts by Sir Everard 
Home. Fortunately, he had with loving care copied 
nine folios. His transcripts were published by Owen 
in 1861 under the title "Essays and Observations". 
A good anatomist and an accomplished artist, Clift 
enriched Matthew Baillie's "Morbid Anatomy" (1793) 
with fine copper-plate illustrations. Through the 
influence of Sir Humphry Davy he was elected to the 
Royal Society in 1823. Only five feet in height, 
timid, retiring and kind-hearted, with a "head 
crammed full of knowledge", Clift was a "meticulous 
gatherer of small facts", who was "always ready to 

not to appropriate information". 

The School at Cronulla, New South Wales 
IN the Aust wn Fisheries Newsletter of February 

1949, i eported that after three successful 
courses ommonwealth Reconstruction Training 

inees at the Fisheries School, Cronulla, 
Wales (see Nature, 161, 986 ; 1948), 

i ient applications were received to warrant 
cont' uing the shore establishment. Only eight 
trainees have enrolled for a fourth course, and 
these will live and train on board the instructional 
vessel A. R. McCulloch. In addition to the A. R. 
McCulloch, a 25-ft. power boat and net boats are 
also available to the trainees, and instruction will be 
given again, as in previous courses, in both trawling 
and seining methods. Basic instruction in net and 
rope work will take place in the boat shed, and the 
whole course will last for seventeen weeks. Capt. H. 
Johnston, who had been technical superintendent of 
the School since its establishment in 1946, resigned 

at the end of last year to accept a post with Aus
tralian Fishing Industries, Ltd. His successor is Mr. 
A. O'Grady, himself a former trainee of the school, 
having passed through its first full course. 

Even though it be at the otheM!ide of the world, the 
experience of the Fisheries School at Cronulla pro
vides valuable lessons for similar interests in Great 
Britain. It is felt in some quarters that one or more 
schools of fishing should be established here. It 
is clear that much careful thought will be needed to 
make a success of such projects and to ensure for 
them more than a brief and temporary existence. 
The need for such training in Britain is obvious ; 
but the machinery by which it can be provided will 
be hard to devise within the framework of the 
industry. 

Derivation of the Names 'Quartz' and 'Gneiss' 
UNTIL rece I e origin of the familiar name 

'quartz' w complete mystery. In 1942 (Min. 
Mag., 26, , Dr. S. I. Tomkeieff proposed an in-

anation which he now summarizes in a 
article (Geol. Rundschau, 36, 98; 1948) 

ing a stimulating discussion of the derivations 
ain old rock-names which have long resisted 

etymological research. Four hundred years ago, 
Agricola, to whom the name 'quartz' or 'quertz' was 
known, stated that the small veins that cross the 
larger metalliferous veins were called QuerklUjte by the 
Saxon miners. At that time the word Ertz was applied 
to gangue minerals, including spars, as well as to ores. 
Tomkeieff makes the plaustble assumption that 
the quartz of the cross-veins of Saxony was called 
QuerklUftertz, which in course of time became con
densed to 'queretz' and 'quertz' and finally to 'quartz'. 
Support for this explanation comes from Cornwall, 
where the mineral was formerly known as 'cross
course spar', a name suggesting a direct translation 
from QuerklUftertz. 'Gneiss' or 'kneiss', also known 
to Agricola, has been a familiar rock-name since the 
days of Werner, though its origin has remained un
known. Tomkeieff learned from an old Czech miner 
in J oachimsthal that the country rock in which the 
metalliferous veins occur-the 'nest' of the ores
was called hnisto, a Czech word meaning 'nest'. The 
corresponding word in Russian is gnesdo, and in the 
other Slavonic languages it is similar. The suggestion 
that here we have the source of the name 'gneiss' is 
one that carries conviction. \. 

OKING article by Prof. T. E. 
Jessop on reli · n in army education appears in 

e of the Journal of the Royal Army 
Educatio orps (23, No. 1 ; March 1949). Start
ing is experience that many serving soldiers 
have tie moral or spiritual background to guide 

n their everyday lives, Prof. Jessop sug
that, while the direct teaching of Christianity 

should remain the function of the Royal Army 
Chaplain's Department, much indirect teaching 
could be carried out by the Royal Army Educational 
Corps. In the remainder of his article he suggests 
ways whereby this could be done through current 
affairs, history, literature and science. Other articles 
in the Journal deal with the state of education in the 
British Army of the Rhine, the backward adult, 
Asbridge as a college for citizenship and the 
present work of the Institute of Army Education, 
Eltham Palace, and the Army School of Education, 
Bodmin. 
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